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Abstract: The heterogeneity of different formats for EPCs is a major problem for
model interchange between specialized tools in practice. In this paper, we compare
three different formats for storing EPCs, in particular, the proprietary formats of Mi-
crosoft Visio and ARIS Toolset as well as the tool-independent EPML format. Further-
more, we introduce the ProM framework and show using the case of a sales process
model expressed in terms of an EPC that ProM is able to serve as a mediator between
these formats. Beyond that, we demonstrate that the ProM framework can be used for
the analysis of EPCs and to translate EPCs into YAWL models for execution or for
further analysis.

1 Introduction

Heterogeneity of formats, tools, and notations is a notorious problem of business process
management. While the heterogeneity of notations is extensively discussed in literature
(see e.g. [MNN05]), there is only little attention paid to heterogeneity issues related to
a single process modeling language. In this context, the availability of XML-based in-
terchange formats plays an important role to facilitate interchange and conversion. EPCs
form an example of heterogeneity issues related to a single language: there are several
tools for modeling, analyzing, transforming, and managing EPCs using different repre-
sentations. In order to benefit from specialized functionality, there is a strong need to
exchange models between these tools.

Several of these EPC-related business process modeling tools support XML as an open
standard for interchange of structured information. Such tools include ARIS Toolset of
IDS Scheer AG, ADONIS of BOC GmbH, Visio of Microsoft Corp., Semtalk of Semtation
GmbH, or Bonapart by Pikos GmbH. The heterogeneity problem in this context arises
due to the fact that only some of these tools support the tool-independent EPC Markup
Language (EPML) interchange format [MN06]. Most of them including e.g. ARIS and
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Visio use proprietary formats that stick close to the internal information model of the tool.
Therefore, an open and generic transformation platform is needed in order to facilitate the
interchange of EPC business process models between these tools.

Against this background, this paper aims to demonstrate how such a transformation based
integration of specialized tools can be provided in practice. As an example, we present
a case study that utilizes ProM for this purpose. Section 2 presents three frequently sup-
ported interchange formats for EPCs, i.e., VDX of Microsoft Visio, AML of ARIS Toolset,
and EPML as a tool-independent format. In Section 3 we give an overview of ProM. In
particular, we introduce the plug-in architecture of ProM and highlight which EPC-related
plug-ins are already available. Section 4 showcases a scenario involving multiple spe-
cialized tools. In this scenario, ProM will be used as an integration platform. Section 5
summarizes the paper and gives an outlook on future research.

2 EPC Interchange Formats

In this section, we first introduce the interchange formats of Visio (Section 2.1) and ARIS
(Section 2.2). We continue with presenting the tool-independent EPML format in Section
2.3. After that we compare the three formats in Section 2.4.

2.1 Visio and VDX

Microsoft Visio is a general drawing and modeling tool (see e.g. [WE03]). It can be cus-
tomized to support any modeling language by defining a language specific stencil. EPCs
are supported by a dedicated stencil that is included in the standard distribution. Visio uses
the proprietary VDX XML format to store and read models.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the Visio metamodel that is the basis for the VDX format.
VisioDocument is the root element of a VDX file. It can contain multiple Pages and
Masters. A Page basically represents a Visio model. It is identified by an ID and a
NameU attribute. A page can contain multiple Shapes and Connects. A Shape describes
a visual object on a Visio page. It can be a simple object such as a rectangle or a composite
object such as a grouping of other shapes. A shape is identified by an ID and a NameU.
Furthermore, it can carry a reference to a Master. In Visio a Master provides the link
between a stencil and a page. The EPC stencil defines a master for each of the EPC element
types. Via the master attribute, a shape can be related to a logical object such as e.g. an
EPC event or an XOR-connector. Connect elements offer a mechanism to logically link
two shapes by referencing them in FromSheet and ToSheet attributes. Since arcs are
also shapes in Visio, a control flow sequence between two EPC elements maps to two
connects: one from the first object to the arc shape and another from the arc shape to the
second object.
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Figure 1: Visio metamodel.

2.2 ARIS and AML

ARIS is a specialized business process management tool that not only supports modeling,
but also offers support for simulation and other types of analysis. EPCs are one of the
modeling languages offered by ARIS. Individual models and a whole database of mod-
els can be written to a file in the proprietary ARIS Markup Language XML format. A
complete overview of AML is given in [IDS03].

An AML file starts with an AML element as the root element. General information like time
of creation, name of the ARIS database, language, and font style is stored in subelements
of AML. The Group element, also a subelement of AML, is a container for all model-related
information. In ARIS Toolset each Group element refers to a directory folder of the ARIS
Explorer. A Group must have a unique Group.ID attribute and it may have multiple
AttrDef, ObjDef, Model or further Group subelements as children. When the Group

and its related directory have a name, ARIS Toolset stores it in an AttrDef (attribute
definition) subelement whose AttrDef.Type attribute is set to AT NAME. This is the typ-
ical mechanism used by AML to store model information. Every specific information of
objects is stored in AttrDef or AttrOcc subelements of these objects (see Figure 2).

Another principle idea of ARIS Toolset, which is reflected in AML, is the separation be-
tween definition and occurrence: each model element is first defined in an abstract way and
later referenced as an occurrence in a model. This allows one logical object to be included
as multiple occurrences in models. Accordingly, the Model element contains ObjOcc (ob-
ject occurrence) elements that refer to ObjDef (object definition) elements. The ObjDef
element provides an abstract definition of an object. It has a unique ObjDef.ID attribute
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Figure 2: AML metamodel.

and a TypeNum attribute that refers to an object type, like e.g. EPC function or EPC event.
Its LinkedModels.IdRefs attribute provides a list of ID-references to linked models.
These can be used e.g. for hierarchical refinement of functions. ObjDef elements may
have multiple AttrDef and multiple CxnDef subelements. CxnDef elements represent
arcs between objects. Each CxnDef has a unique CxnDef.ID attribute, a CxnDef.Type
attribute, and a ToObjDef.IdRef attribute which represents the target of the arc. Depend-
ing on the CxnDef.Type attribute the arc may represent control flow, information flow, or
different kinds of semantic association between the objects.

A Model has, among others, a unique Model.ID and a Model.Type attribute. The model
type, like e.g. EPC, refers to the allowed set of objects. The Model element may contain
AttrDef elements to store model specific information and ObjOcc elements to represent
graphical elements in a visual model. An object occurrence has among others a unique
ObjOcc.ID attribute and a reference to an object definition via the ObjDef.IdRef at-
tribute. The SymbolNum attribute refers to a graphical icon that is used to represent the
object in the visual model. An EPC function would be e.g. represented by a green rect-
angle with radiused edges. An ObjOcc element may have subelements that describe its
size and its position in the visual model. Furthermore the AttrOcc element defines how
information attached via an AttrDef is visually represented in a model. It has a unique
AttrOcc.ID attribute and an AttrTypeNum attribute that refers to its type. This type
provides a syntactical link between an AttrOcc and an AttrDef element of two as-
sociated ObjOcc and ObjDef elements. Similar to object definitions ObjOcc may also
have multiple CxnOcc elements. Each of them has a unique CxnOcc.ID attribute and a
CxnDef.IdRef reference to an arc definition and a reference to the target of the arc via
an ObjOcc.IdRef attribute.
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2.3 EPML

EPML is a tool-independent interchange format for EPCs [MN06]. Mainly academic tools
use EPML, but there are also commercial tools like Semtalk that provide EPML interfaces.
Figure 3 gives an overview of EPML and its syntax elements. In EPML a hierarchy of EPC
processes can be organized in directories. A directory element has a name attribute and
it can contain other directories and/or EPC models. Each epc element is identified by
an epcId attribute and has a name attribute. The epcId can be referenced by hierarchy
relations attached to functions or process interfaces. Since an EPC process element might
be used in two or more EPC models, there are definitions to establish the link be-
tween elements that are the same from a logical point of view. The attributeTypes

element provides a container for the definition of additional structured information. An
attribute references the type of the attribute and stores its value.
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Figure 3: EPML metamodel.

In EPML each epc element serves as a container for all elements of the model. For
each EPC element type there is a dedicated element. All elements no matter of their
type have an id and a name for identification purposes, and a defRef if the logical el-
ement is included at different places in the model. EPML supports event, function,
processInterface, xor, and, and or element types as well as some elements of ex-
tended EPCs (cf. [MN06]). Functions and process interfaces can have a reference to a
linked EPC via a linkToEpcId attribute. All elements of an epc can be connected us-
ing arc elements with the fromId and toId attribute defining the direction. For further
details on EPML the reader is referred to [MN06].
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Table 1: EPC interchange formats compared
Visio VDX ARIS AML EPML

EPC Model Page Model[Model.Type] epc

Model Organization Pages Group directory

Function Shape[Master] ObjOcc[SymbolNum] function

Event Shape[Master] ObjOcc[SymbolNum] event

XOR-connector Shape[Master] ObjOcc[SymbolNum] xor

AND-connector Shape[Master] ObjOcc[SymbolNum] and

OR-connector Shape[Master] ObjOcc[SymbolNum] or

Control flow arc Shape,Connect CxnOcc arc

Logical element - ObjDef definition

2.4 Comparing the EPC Interchange Formats

Table 1 gives a comparison of the three discussed interchange formats Visio VDX, ARIS
AML, and EPML. It illustrates that EPML is the only one that directly addresses the meta-
model of EPCs. Both Visio and ARIS can store arbitrary graphical models; accordingly
the data about whether an element is e.g. an EPC function is not stored in the metadata
(as an XML element name), but in element and attribute values. In Visio such information
is represented in the master section, in ARIS it is encoded in TypeNum and SymbolNum

attributes. Beyond that, each of the interchange formats utilizes a different mechanism
to represent arcs between model elements. In Visio the arc is a graphical element. The
logical connection between shapes is established by a connect from the first shape to the
arc, and from the arc to the second shape. In ARIS, each arc is a subelement of the source
node holding a reference to the target node. In EPML, arcs are first class elements hav-
ing two references to other elements. EPML is also the most compact format of the three.
Since it does not include sophisticated layout and visual information, EPML files are much
smaller than the AML and VDX files of the same model. Furthermore, a transformation
from AML or EPML to Visio implies a certain loss of information since Visio is not able
to represent that two or more visual elements are logically the same.

In this section, we introduced and compared three different formats to store EPCs. In the
next section, we introduce the ProM framework, which is capable of reading and writing
all of these formats. Moreover, ProM facilitates a wide variety of analysis techniques for
EPCs (ranging from verification to process mining) and it is able to transform EPCs into
various alternative formats and vice versa.

3 The ProM Framework

In this paper, the focus is on interchanging the different EPC formats in the context of
the ProM (Process Mining) framework [DMV+05]. ProM has been developed as a tool
for the process mining domain. Process mining aims at extracting information from event
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Figure 4: Overview of the ProM framework.

logs to capture the business process as it is being executed. Process mining is particularly
useful in situations where events are recorded but there is no system enforcing people
to work in a particular way. Consider for example a hospital where the diagnosis and
treatment activities are recorded in the hospital information system, but where health-care
professionals determine the “careflow”. Many process mining algorithms were developed
[ADH+03, AWM04, AGL98, CW98, GBG04, GGMS05, GCC+04, Her00] and currently
a variety of these techniques are supported by ProM.

Although the initial focus of ProM was on process mining, over time the functionality of
ProM was extended to include other types of analysis, model conversions, model com-
parison, etc. This was enabled by the plug-able architecture of ProM (it is possible to
add new functionality without changing the framework itself) and the fact that ProM sup-
ported multiple modeling formalisms right from the start. By applying ProM in several
case studies, we got a lot of practical experiences with model interchange.

Figure 4 shows an overview of the functionality of the ProM framework. The figure shows
that ProM can interact with a variety of existing systems, e.g., workflow management
systems such as Staffware, Oracle BPEL, Eastman Workflow, WebSphere, InConcert,
FLOWer, Caramba, and YAWL, simulation tools such as ARIS, EPC Tools, Yasper, and
CPN Tools, ERP systems like PeopleSoft and SAP, analysis tools such as AGNA, Net-
Miner, Viscovery, AlphaMiner, and ARIS PPM. We have used more than 20 systems to
exchange process models and/or event logs with ProM. As Figure 4 shows there are ways
to directly import or export models or to load logs.
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ProM is open source and people can change or extend the code. Moreover, ProM offers
the so-called “plug-in” concept. Plug-ins allow for the addition of new functionality by
adding a plug-in rather than modifying the source code. Without knowing all details of the
framework, external parties can create their own plug-ins with ease. Currently there are
more than 130 plug-ins. ProM supports five kinds of plug-ins:

Mining plug-ins typically take a log and produce a model,

Import plug-ins typically import a model from file, and possibly use a log to identify the
relevant objects in the model,

Export plug-ins typically export a model to file,

Conversion plug-ins typically convert one model into another, and

Analysis plug-ins typically analyse a model, eventually in combination with a log.

In the paper, we cannot show each of the more than 130 plug-ins. Instead we focus on
EPCs, using a model for sales price calculation as reported in [BS04, p.427] as a running
example (see Figure 5). The process starts with one of alternative start events and leads
to a parallel execution to select articles for calculation, to select organization units, and to
check the sort of the calculation. After that, the relevant calculation is determined. If the
manual calculation is required, the sales price bandwidth is recorded and the sales price
is calculated within that. For both automatic calculation and automatic calculation with
manual confirmation, the sales price is calculated first, but in the second case it can be still
subject to change. After these alternative calculations, the sales price is stored. If there is
no listing process required, the price is modified for those retailers that use POS. Finally,
the order set is defined to complete the process.

4 A Case Study on Multiple Tool Integration with ProM

In this section, we take the model as shown in Figure 5 in the Visio VDX format and show
how we can utilize ProM, to enable the reuse of this model in other tools. Figure 6 shows
ProM as a mediator between several formats that we cover in this case.

To start our guided tour of ProM, we take the EPC from Figure 5, as modelled in Visio.
Figure 7 shows a screenshot of Visio, where the EPC is being modelled. After saving the
EPC to a Visio VDX file, we loaded the EPC in ProM, as shown in Figure 8. Note that
ProM loads files without their layout information. Therefore, ProM is able to generate
layout information for any imported model. Since ProM was originally designed as a
framework for discovering models from execution logs where the automatic generation of
a layout is of the utmost importance, this feature has been added.

Once the EPC is loaded into the framework, many plugins are available for future pro-
cessing of the EPC. As an example, we show a tailor-made verification approach, first
presented in [DVA05]. This verification approach assumes that the process owner has
knowledge about the underlying process and therefore is capable of answering questions
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about the possible initializations of the process. In our case, the process can be initialized
when either one of the initial events occur. Furthermore, we assume that these event cannot
occur simultaneously, since that would obviously lead to a problem. The result of the EPC
verification in ProM under this assumption is shown in Figure 9, where ProM indicates
that there are structural errors in the EPC and the erroneous part is highlighted.

Another option is to export the EPC to an EPML file and to do the verification with EPC
Tools [CK04]. EPC Tools implements EPC semantics based on the framework of Kindler
[Kin03, Kin04, Kin06] which was defined to fix formal problems of the semantics reported
in [NR02]. It provides a soundness check and interactive simulation capabilities. In left
control panel of EPC Tools (next to the very left event in Figure 10), there is a red light
indicating that the EPC is not sound. The modeler can then propagate process folders in
the EPC to detect that it will not complete properly whenever automatic calculation or
automatic calculation with manual confirmation is chosen. The error in this model, which
was indicated by ProM and EPC Tools, now has to be repaired. Since ProM is not a
modelling tool (although it does allow the user to change the type of each connector on
the fly), we can now export the EPC to Visio again, update the model there and load it
back into ProM. In fact, repairing the model is not so difficult, since it only requires us to
change the type of one connector: if the AND-split after sales price calculated becomes
and XOR, ProM now no longer indicates an error in the EPC.

Let us assume that a process designer at this point is satisfied with the model and therefore
wants to upload it into the ARIS toolset. The process for doing so is simple. First, in
ProM, we export the EPC to the AML format. Then, in the ARIS Toolset, we import the
EPC to the database. The result of this process is shown in Figure 11. Note that again the
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Figure 7: The example EPC modelled in Visio.

Figure 8: The example EPC imported in ProM.
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Figure 9: The result of EPC verification in ProM.

Figure 10: The result of EPC verification in EPC Tools.
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layout is slightly different since ARIS provides its own layout algorithms as well.

So far, we have shown that EPCs can be imported and exported in several formats. Further-
more, we have shown that ProM provides plugins for the analysis of EPCs. However, there
is one essential aspect of EPCs that we have not addressed yet, namely the execution of
EPCs. Due to the OR-join in an EPC, the execution of EPCs is not straightforward. How-
ever, EPCs can directly be translated to YAWL models, which are executable in YAWL.
ProM again provides a translation of EPCs to YAWL. These YAWL models can then be
loaded in the YAWL engine (see [AADH04]). Figure 13 shows an activity of the sales
price calculation enabled in the YAWL engine for execution. Beyond that, YAWL mod-
els can also be analyzed using a verification tool called WofYAWL regarding the relaxed
soundness criterion [DR01]. The corrected example EPC is shown as a YAWL model
in Figure 13. This approach has been used to verify all 604 EPCs in the SAP reference
model, the results of which can be found in [MMN+06].

Figure 11: The corrected EPC uploaded into the ARIS Toolset

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The heterogeneity of different formats for EPCs is a major hinderance for model inter-
change between specialized tools in practice. In this paper, we compared three different
formats for storing EPCs, in particular, the proprietary formats of Microsoft Visio and
ARIS Toolset as well as the tool-independent EPML format. Furthermore, we introduced
the ProM framework and showed using a realistic example (sales price calculation) that
ProM is able to serve as a mediator between these formats. Beyond that, we demonstrated
that the ProM framework can be used for the analysis of EPCs and to translate EPCs into
YAWL models for execution or for further analysis. In future research, we aim to provide
further EPC plug-ins for the ProM framework. First, there are several other popular busi-
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Figure 12: The state sales price or bandwidth activity enabled in the YAWL engine.

Figure 13: The corrected EPC converted to YAWL for execution.

ness process modeling tools that offer EPCs, but whose proprietary interchange formats
are not yet supported. Second, we aim to provide additional EPC analysis plug-ins, e.g.
for deriving EPCs from a configured C-EPC.
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